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Section 1.1 What is science
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• Science: Organized way of using evidence to 

learn about the natural world

– Biology: The study of life
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– The goal of science is to:

• investigate and understand the natural world.

• explain events in the natural world.

• use those explanations to make useful predictions.

What is the goal of science?
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How do we get evidence?

• Observation: Gathering information using

your five senses

• Inference: A logical interpretation of an

observation

• Scientific thinking begins with observation.

• Observation is the process of gathering 
information about events or processes 

in a careful, orderly way. 

http://classroomclipart.com/cgi-bin/kids/imageFolio.cgi?direct=Science/Biology&img=
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Data

• The information gathered from 
observations is called data.

•Quantitative data
Data is expressed in numbers

EX: there were 478 blue flowers and 322 
white flowers

•Qualitative data
Descriptive only

There are blue and white flowers
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Inferences

• An inference is a logical interpretation 
based on prior knowledge or experience. 

• Interpretation of facts

• Probability, not certainty
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OBSERVATIONS

INFERENCES
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OBSERVATIONS

INFERENCES
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OBSERVATIONS
INFERENCES
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Complete  Inference  worksheet 

• Put “I” for Inference

• Put “O” for Observation

• Put in inbox when done
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Observation or inference

• Object A is round

• Object A is a basketball

• Object C is round and black and white

• Object C is larger than object B

• Object B is smooth

• Object B is a ping-pong ball

• Each object is used in a different sport
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Observation or inference

• Object A is round

• Object A is a basketball

• Object C is round and black and white

• Object C is larger than object B

• Object B is smooth

• Object B is a ping-pong ball

• Each object is used in a different sport

• A is a  basketball;   B is a ping-pong ball;   C is a soccer ball
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Hypothesis

•A hypothesis is a proposed scientific 
explanation for a set of observations.

•May be stated as an “If…., then…” 
statement 

•A hypothesis may be ruled out or 
confirmed.

Problem:

What causes MRSA?
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What is MRSA?

• methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus aureus. 

• A bacterial mutation due to 
overuse of antibiotics.
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You Make Hypotheses

• Why might wrestlers be getting it?
• Why do children with scrapes or 
• cuts get it?
• Why do people with HIV-AIDS                       

get it? In nursing homes?
• Why often occurring in hospitals?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Alexandre_Vinokourov_LBL2006_cropped.jpg
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Hypothesis and 
controlled experiments

• A hypothesis must be proposed in a way that 
can be tested. 

• Hypotheses are tested by performing 
controlled experiments or by gathering new 
data.

• Remember, controlled experiments are 
experiments that only have one variable that 
can change, all other factors are held constant
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Explaining and Interpreting Evidence

• Researchers often work in teams to analyze, 
review, and critique each other’s data and 
hypotheses.

• A review process helps ensure conclusions are 
valid.

• To be valid, a conclusion must be based on 
logical interpretation of reliable data.
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Science is an ongoing 
process that involves:

-asking questions

–observing

–making inferences

–testing hypotheses
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1–1

Observations involving numbers are known as 

a. qualitative observations.

b. hypothetical observations.

c. quantitative observations.

d. inferred observations.
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1–1

Which of the following shows the interaction of 

science and human values? 

a. the debate over the best way to produce 

electricity

b. investigating how a manatee behaves

c. Determining what causes a disease

d. using a hypothesis to test an explanation
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1–1

A scientist takes paint chips from 10 apartments 
in a large building.  She tests for the presence of 
lead in the paint and finds it in all 10 samples.  
She then concludes that lead paint is probably 
present in all 120 apartments in the building.  
This conclusion is an example of

a. a scientific fact.

b. a scientific error.

c. proof.

d. a reasonable inference.
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1–1

A possible explanation for a set of observations 

is known as 

a. data.

b. a hypothesis.

c. an inference.

d. a result.
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1–1

A good scientific hypothesis must be

a. correct.

b. able to be tested.

c. obvious.

d. based on common sense.



• Please complete the hypothesis 

worksheet.  

• Remember, hypothesis must be written 

as an if… then statement

• Hypothesis need to be able to be tested.  

-must be practical (technology and 

resources exist to do the experiment) 

-must be reasonable (will not harm 

subjects) 


